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The following words may have never 
been uttered about a dropped ceiling – 
and almost certainly not about one made 
from a standardised modular system, you 
know, the white tiled ones with surface 
patterning – but I’m going to say it: I 
think you should keep it. Just like that, it 
transforms Galerie Neu’s high-ceilinged 
entrance space into a corporate lobby, 
replete with its comforting promise of 
anonymity and watery coffee. It only 
takes a second to adjust to the eerie, dis-
orienting effect of Ima-Abasi Okon’s gor-
geously generic installation M – C – M 

– putters around her studio and 
observes the California Federal Bank 
building on Wilshire Boulevard in the 
elusively sentimental video Federal 
Building with Music (2002). There is a 
profound big-city-loneliness to this 
work, which is only heightened by the 
ghosts inhabiting it. Becker got the stu-
dio rent-free from her landlord, the Cal-
ifornia Federal Bank, in return for her 
cleaning out the belongings of the for-
mer tenant, who passed away from an 
AIDS-related illness. Like a child clean-
ing her own room, she got lost in his 
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trash and treasures, spending several 
years digging through his belongings. 
It’s a little creepy, but innocent, and 
touching, too.

The same innocent creepiness is 
conserved in the late artist’s The Same 
Room (1993–1996) series. Rendered 
through her female gaze, the murder- 
motel aesthetic of the scale-model cor-
ners she built and photographed man-
ages two registers simultaneously. This 
room seems to be equal parts fantasy and 
calamity: somewhere to put your head 
down, but to the sound of permanent 
construction and the stench of dead 
dreams. Oh to be a woman! In some 
ways, the whole show seems to juxtapose 
a supervised illusion of freedom in 

anonymous public spaces with the prison 
that a home often is, and in multiple ways 
simultaneously. With abandon, Jesse Dar-
ling’s sculptures evoke the only-kind-I-
know type of (dis)comfort of a childhood 
home. How comfortable this flashback 
feels likely depends on how intimately 
familiar you are with your own childhood 
trauma … and what kind of weird stuff 
you made your dolls do.

Touching on a lot of tender, and 
untended, nerves, the at-times startling 
vulnerability of the show, like a  
PJ Harvey album, is not for the faint of 
heart. It is, however, invigorating fodder 
for free association, the psychoanalytic 
term for summoning your inner child – 
or college grad. Ima-Abasi Okon’s air 

freshener installation [Turn on the lights, 
I’m lookin’ for ‘er, I’m lookin’, lookin’ for 
‘er] & them S-e-I-AH: Future-proof Wan-
derer’ess in the sea of fog (2018), sitting 
atop the lowered ceiling she used to hori-
zontally cut the foyer in half, lends the 
exhibition a curiously futuristic, witchy 
aroma. It’s beautiful, modern, weird, 
and, in that way, intoxicating. The list of 
materials for this fragrance includes the 
artist’s jewellery, black soap, insulin, 
kinesiology tape, home-made lychee 
serum, “morphine oxtail,” soursop and 
ultrasound gel. It’s so subtle and ineffa-
ble, it seems to almost directly address 
the unconscious. In fact, I think I can 
smell it right now.
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(2019–2020) before the relentless, trau-
matising ubiquity of its bank, or elemen-
tary-school, or doctor’s-office aesthetic 
wraps visitors in a cosy blanket of vague 
familiarity. This effect might vary depend-
ing on your relationship to waiting rooms 
and/or cubicles. Win McCarthy’s “Street 
Scenes” (2019) further sings the praises 
of modern life’s mundanities and myster-
ies, which sometimes are the same. In 
black and white close-up photographs 
of architectural scale models – pasted 
on makeshi f t  passe-pa r touts,  
evidence-style, using tape – even the 
miniature plastic pedestrians appear 
like the mesmerising, elusive heroes of 
1950s film noir, sulkily staking out a 
street corner, unaware of the private 
detective following and documenting 
their every move: in such a formulaic 
genre, it’s all about narrativising. Simi-
larly, McCarthy’s Empty Volume (2019), 
a glass-encased refrigerator door con-
tinues the anticlimactic crime scene 
vibes that are so very LA.

Los Angeles, of course, being the 
hometown of Julie Becker (1972–2016) 
as well as one of her oeuvre’s main sub-
jects. Upstairs, Becker – whose special 
role as a sort of hosting artist in this 
exhibition remains unspecified by the 
nevertheless extensive press release 
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English Translation: 

Julie Becker died far too young and is known much too little - especially in this 

country. Becker (1972-2016), who lived and worked in LA, dealt with the 

interactions between living spaces and the people inhabiting them. Her work also 

depicts psychologically or emotionally charged aspects of architecture and interior  

through photography, film and drawing, as currently on view at Galerie Neu. Though 

her works were produced in the nineties and early 2000s, they appear all the more 

current today in 2020, in times of the housing shortage. "Whole" for instance: A 

project all about the artist's relocation to a run-down building of the California 

Federal Bank, facing the bank itself, located in Echo Park, which has by now been 

completely gentrified. Becker lived there for little money and with the legacies of 

its previous tenant who had died of AIDS. "The Same Room: Julie Becker in 

dialogue ” puts Becker's art in correspondence with works by Jesse Darling, Win 

McCarthy and Ima-Abasi Okon, that in their own way address uncomfortable, 

precarious or distressing architectures.   

Okon integrated one such architecture directly into the gallery space. Ceiling 

panels were hung into the space, evoking associations of inhospitable offices and 

authorities. The construction is fitted with the air fresheners pictured on the title.  

Every six minutes a scent is sprayed. Its composition recounts manifold (unfulfilled) 

desires. There’s the notion of the artist’s jewelry in this fragrance; insulin, morphine, 

lychee serum and kinesio tape. 

 

  

	




